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In reflection of the changing retail landscape, India Fashion Week has made significant changes to its strategy and
has also gotten a new sponsor.

Now to be called Lotus Makeup India Fashion week, the event located in New Delhi this year has gone direct to
consumer, according to a report from Women's Wear Daily. For the first few days, the Fashion Week kept its
traditional B2B outlook, but opened up for public sale the last two days.

"The event kept the tradition of buyer sale for the first four days and added a new dimension for public sale on the
penultimate two days at the same venue," said Sunil Sethi, president of the Fashion Design Council of India, in a
statement to WWD. "In its 19 years of existence, the FDCI has never thought of doing a B2C show.

"We have always been about business-to-business, and we are just adding on a new dimension," he said.

India Fashion Week
While Amazon had been the sponsor for seven years prior to this year's show, Lotus Herbals has taken over as the
premiere sponsor, making it one of the biggest event sponsorships for an herbal brand.

These big changes in the show represent the shift in not only India's retail market but also the world's.

In addition to the brand's sponsorship, Lotus also launched a seven-scu skincare line during the weeklong event,
which ended on Oct. 15.

"It's  a unique space for us as well," said Nitin Passi, director of Lotus Herbals Pvt. Ltd. "We evaluated this for a long
time on how to get the makeup brand out, and reach the younger market with a much bigger buzz."

"This fashion week gives us that platform the trends for the next season are determined here and we are working
very closely with some of the designers to establish these in terms of both beauty and fashion," she said. "We see it
as a fabulous opportunity to collaborate and make up the designs for the next season."
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Love is Love is Love. Here's a recap of the pride shining through the fierce looks at The Grand Finale Rainbow
Show at #LMIFW SS19. . . @lotus_herbals @nexaexperience @6degreeplatform @studioxindia @hindustantimes
@indieeyeofficial #ChivasStudioMusicCDs @tajpalacenewdelhi @elleindia

A post shared by FASHIONDESIGN COUNCIL OF INDIA (@thefdci) on Oct 15, 2018 at 9:31am PDT

India is not the only fashion week that is looking to the future.

Virtual reality continues to infuse every aspect of global luxury and fashion, including the runway.

GQ and HTC, the makers of the popular Vive VR platform, worked together at this year's Shanghai Fashion Week for
a live event that made special use of HTC's VR capabilities. The HTC Vive was used as part of the launch show of
luxury menswear brand Pronounce, relying on VR tech to sell the experience (see story).
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